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ABSTRACT

In this paper� we present a coding scheme that achieves�
for each image in the sequence� the best segmentation in
terms of Rate�Distortion theory� It is obtained from a set of
initial regions and a set of available coding techniques� The
segmentation combines spatial and motion criteria� It selects
at each area of the image the most adequate criterion for
de�ning a partition in order to obtain the best compromise
between cost and quality� In addition� the proposed scheme
is very suitable for addressing content�based functionalities�

�� INTRODUCTION

Among the so�called second generation coding techniques �	
�
there is an increasing interest in segmentation�based video
coding approaches� This interest is due to the fact that
these techniques have a strong potential for increasing the
coding e�ciency as well as an inherent capability for hand�
ling content�based functionalities�

Techniques reported in the literature mainly di�er in the
relative importance they assign to spatial or motion informa�
tion� In ��� �� �
� segmentation uses spatial homogeneity
criteria� whereas in �� �
� motion information is used as
the main homogeneity criterion� Examples of segmentation
techniques involving both criteria can be found in ��� 
�

The combination of both criteria o�ers a large number
of advantages� The spatial homogeneity allows a very accu�
rate de�nition of the regions and handles the appearance of
new objects� The motion homogeneity is important to limit
the number of regions and therefore the coding cost associa�
ted to the partition� This limitation is generally achieved by
merging spatial regions that can be compensated together�
Neighbor regions with homogeneous motion are usually rela�
ted to the concept of objects� Such mergings can therefore
allow an object representation of the scene� This representa�
tion opens the door to content�based functionalities�

Segmentation techniques combining regions with motion
and spatial homogeneity should pro�t from all the previous
advantages� As main goals� segmentation techniques should�

� correctly represent the objects in the scene while allowing
the improvement of the coding e�ciency�

� enable the temporal tracking of objects in order to really
address content�based functionalities�

In this paper� we present a segmentation�based coding
scheme that allows manipulation of objects in the scene �	
�
This scheme has been developed in the MPEG� framework

��
 and supported by the European Community through the
MAVT and MoMuSys projects of the RACE and ACTS pro�
grams� respectively� In the context of MPEG�� the work
carried out in the MAVT project aimed at the development
of tools and complete schemes for video data coding� It resul�
ted in several proposals that were submitted to the MPEG�
community in November ���� In the same context� the work
that is being performed in MoMuSys deals with the de�nition
and improvement of the MPEG� Veri�cation Model�

The system takes advantage of homogeneity in both gray
level and motion� It selects at each area of the image the
most adequate criterion for de�ning a partition in order to
obtain the best compromise between cost and quality� To
do so� multiple partitions are generated for every image in
a hierarchical way� Then� a decision step choses the best
combination of regions from the di�erent partitions as well
as which coding techniques should be used in each region in
order to obtain the most e�cient coding�

The proposed scheme is very suitable for addressing content�
based functionalities ��
� This capability is based on the fact
that there is a tracking step which de�nes the time evolution
of the regions� Moreover� the various parts of the algorithm
can be adapted to aim at such functionalities�

The presentation of this coding scheme is structured as
follows� In Section �� the main parts of the algorithm are
analyzed� Section � deals with the modi�cations that have to
be introduced in the algorithm to allow content�based func�
tionalities� Finally� results are presented in Section ��

�� THE SESAME CODING ALGORITHM

Most of the segmentation�based coding schemes discussed in
the introduction involve an analysis or segmentation step fo�
llowed by a coding step� With this coding strategy there is no
strong relation between the two steps� However� high coding
e�ciency requires a strong interaction between the segmen�
tation and coding steps� In ��
� a solution for an optimal
de�nition of a partition and of the set of coding techniques
to be used in each region is proposed� The link between the
analysis and coding steps is achieved by using a Decision
block� The goal of the analysis is now to create a universe of
regions out of which the optimal partition will be built�

To allow content�based functionalities� this universe of
regions has to enable object tracking� In this paper� we pre�
sent the concept of Partition Tree to solve the problem of
bit allocation while maintaining the temporal link de�ned
by the projection� A block diagram of the coding scheme is



shown in Figure � It is composed of three di�erent types of
functions� Partition functions� Bit allocation functions� and
Coding functions� Here� a summarized description of these
blocks is given� For a complete description of every block�
the reader is referred to the references that are given herein�
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Figure � Block diagram of the encoding algorithm

���� Partition functions

This set of function produces the universe of regions from
which the �nal partition will be constructed� This �nal par�
tition has to ensure a temporal link with the previous parti�
tion� Such a temporal link is made by the Projection whereas
the universe of regions is created by the Partition Tree�

The Projection block ��
 ensures the time evolution of
the regions in the partition� The coded partition of the pre�
vious frame PT�� is projected onto the current frame T in
order to de�ne the partition in this frame� The approach
presented in ��
 has been further improved so that tempo�
ral stability is increased ��
� In addition� a double�partition
projection approach has been proposed which is able to cope
with partitions combining regions with motion and spatial
homogeneity ��
� The double�partition projection is based
on the re�segmentation of PT�� using spatial criteria� This
way� a �ne partition� where all regions have spatial homoge�
neity� is obtained� This �ne partition is then projected and�
by re�labeling� the �nal projected partition is de�ned� Figure
� illustrates the concept of the double�partition approach�

Projected Partition at time T Partition at time T-1

Fine Partition at time T-1Fine Projected Partition at time T

Figure �� Projection using a double�partition approach

The Partition Tree block ��
 deals with all possible mo�
di�cations of the partition topology� that is� the detection of
new regions appearing in the scene� as well as the merging of
regions whose evolution is similar� This is implemented by

de�ning the so�called Partition Tree which is a hierarchy of
partitions constructed from the projected partition�

It contains below the projected partition a set of �ner par�
titions� The partitions are �ner in the sense that they involve
a larger number of regions and that the contours present at
a given level are also present at lower levels� This procedure
can be viewed as a hierarchical segmentation that splits the
regions of a given level to produce the regions of the next
lower level ��
� Note that the procedure is purely spatial� it
does not take into account any motion information�

Above the projected partition� there are several levels
of coarser partitions that are built by merging regions with
similar motion� This process reduces the partition coding
cost and goes closer to the notion of objects�

The Partition Tree block also includes the estimation of
the motion parameters for all regions in the tree ��
� The
motion of each region is represented by an a�ne model� i�e�
de�ned by two polynomials of order one�

The estimation itself is done by di�erential methods ��
�
The objective function is the MSE between the original re�
gion and its current prediction� The Gauss�Newton method
is used as minimization algorithm� For each region� the initi�
alization tests several sets of motion parameters and selects
the one that produces the lowest MSE� In particular the set
of parameters estimated for this region in the previous frame�
as well as the set of parameters of regions located at the same
position but on other levels of the Partition Tree are tested�
Finally� the estimation is done following a multi�scale coarse�
to��ne strategy based on a Gaussian pyramid�

���� Bit allocation functions

The Decision block ��
 has as objective the de�nition of the
coding strategy� that is� the choice of the �nal partition� by
combining the di�erent regions obtained in the previous step�
as well as the assignment of a coding technique to each one of
these regions� Thus� relying on the Rate�Distorsion theory�
the Decision has to select the best strategy in terms of regions
and coding techniques among the possibilities provided by
the Partition Tree and the available coding techniques�

The Decision process relies on the concept of Decision
Tree ��� �
� This tree lists in a compact and hierarchical
structure all the possible coding choices� The Partition Tree
de�nes the choices in terms of regions� The list of coding
techniques deals with the actual coding of these regions�

To de�ne the coding strategy in the Rate�Distortion sense�
the Decision Tree should convey the information about the
coding cost �Rate measured in number of bits� and quality
�Distortion assessed by the Squared Error� of all possible co�
ding techniques� In practice� each region of the Partition
Tree is coded by all techniques �with various quality levels
and either in intra�frame or inter�frame mode� and the rate
and distortion values are stored in the Decision Tree�

The optimization relies on the technique discussed in ��
�
The problem can be formulated as the minimization of the
distortion D of the image with the restriction that the total
cost R is below a given budget �de�ned for each frame�� It
has been shown that this problem can be reformulated as
the minimization of the Lagrangian� D � �R where � is the
so�called Lagrange parameter� Both problems have the same
solution if we �nd �� such that R is equal �or very close� to



the budget� The de�nition of the optimum � parameter can
be done with a gradient search algorithm�

Figure � illustrates with a simple example the Decision
process� In this example� the Partition Tree contains � par�
titions above and below the projected partition� In turn� the
Decision Tree is built by testing the set of coding techniques
fC� C�� ���� Cng� The �nal partition is obtained by combi�
ning regions from almost all the levels of the Partition Tree�
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Figure �� Example of Decision process

���� Coding functions

The Coding block �	
 performs the coding of the necessary
information in order to be able to reconstruct the encoded
image in the receiver side� It deals with the encoding of the
coding strategy �Decision coding�� the motion information
�Motion coding�� the partition �Partition coding� and the pi�
xel values �Gray level � color� called Texture� To have an
e�cient representation� both the partition and the texture
are motion compensated� This explains why the Motion co�
ding block is located before the Partition and Texture coding
blocks� The complete description of the various coding algo�
rithms that are used in this technique can be found in �	
�

�� CONTENT�BASED FUNCTIONALITIES

The basic steps of the SESAME algorithm have to be modi�
�ed to allow the algorithm to track areas of interest as well
as to address content�based functionalities ��
� Each functi�
onality will demand speci�c modi�cations� Here� we present
the main modi�cations for content�based selective coding�

� Projection� In order to allow content�based functiona�
lities� it has to be done following the double partition
approach commented above�

� Partition Tree� It should be created having in mind the
constraint introduced by the projected areas of interest�
This translates into preventing partitions above the pro�
jected partition to merge regions with similar motion if
they do not belong to the same area of interest�

� Decision� It should yield a coding strategy leading to
a lower distorsion within the selected areas of interest
than in the other areas of the image� To obtain this
selective coding� the bit allocation strategy used in the
basic coding algorithm is slightly modi�ed� In this case�
if a target bit rate has to be reached� selective coding is
implemented by simply multiplying the distorsion in the
regions forming the areas of interest by a given factor�

� Coding� It does not need to be modi�ed since the co�
ding techniques used in this functionality are the same
as those used in the general case�

�� RESULTS

In Table � the results of coding the sequences Foreman and
Children with two di�erent bit rates are presented� The De�
cision step has selected a quite di�erent strategy for the two
bit rates� for low bit rates almost �� � of the bit stream is
devoted to the partition information whereas less than ��
is used for this type of information for higher bit rates�

Sequ� Kbit�s Dec� Motion Part� Texture
Foreman �� �� � ��� � ��� � ���� �
Children ��� �� � �� � ��� � ���� �

Table � Bit allocation for two examples

In Figure �� the procedure for obtaining an inter�frame
segmented and coded image is illustrated� In the �rst row�
the previous partition is presented� whereas the second row
shows the Partition Tree� The third row presents the original
image� the �nal segmentation and the coded images�

Note the presence of regions from di�erent levels of the
Partition Tree in the �nal segmentation� For example� the
region in the upper�left corner corresponds to Level � in the
Partition Tree� whereas the regions forming the lowest part
of the building in the right�hand side belongs to Level ��
Finally� there is a region of the building in the right�hand
side that comes from Level ��

The temporal link can be observed when comparing the
labels present in the previous and �nal partitions� Moreo�
ver� the �nal partition contains regions with spatial homo�
geneity �e�g�� the helmet is jointly segmented with a part of
the building� as well as motion homogeneity �e�g�� the face
is gathered in a single region��
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